Through innovation and intellectual
property, KELA has created and protected
a new jewellery technology category that
they are well positioned to dominate.
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PROBLEMS

&Solutions
Problems

Solutions

Everything for your hair falls out.

KELA allows you to do your hair once and know that it won’t
fall out or require fixing multiple times a day, slip, slide or
damage your hair. KELA has created a new jewellery category
where higher value hair jewellery can be worn with confidence
that it is secure and won’t fall out or get lost.

Fashion and beauty takes so much effort with
many people feeling pressured to conform
to a narrow and unattainable standard to be
deemed fashionable or beautiful.

KELA aims to empower all people to feel beautiful in a
creative, easy way. KELA doesn’t discriminate, its products
can be used by anyone or any age, body type, hair type, skin
colour to give their look a finishing touch and help them feel
fabulous.
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Company

SNAPSHOT
KELA’s unique fashion, jewellery, gift and
hair accessory products are transforming
the fashion and hair industry, across multiple
market segments. The technology is a
patented, non-slip, grip mechanism made up
of a clasp and silicon. The company raised
AUD $1.5m in 2017 and launched a global JV
with a high-end jeweller.
With proof of concept in the UK, Italy
and Australia, a proven business strategy,
significant industry and influencer
endorsements, global distributor networks
and a strong team in place, the launch pad
is set to dominate the hair jewellery industry.
KELA is now seeking a capital increase of
AUD $3m for expansion; as well as trade ties
for growth in European markets.

Vision
We dominate the new on-trend hair jewellery
category through a fusion of innovation,
IP, new product development, channel
saturation and marketing, to maintain our
position as market leader.

Mission
To inspire people and stylists to invest in
KELA hair jewellery and create signature new
looks that will never fall out of place.
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Company

SNAPSHOT
Ready to scale
Created by Australian inventor Kelly Litterick
and launched in 2017, KELA products feature
a revolutionary, patented one-action, nonslip-grip mechanism that allows the user
to achieve hair styles and designs that are
impossible with any other product, giving
KELA a clear competitive advantage.
KELA has an international patent filed
for the unique design under the Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT), providing IP
protection in Australia, South East Asia,
China, USA, Europe, Switzerland, Russia,
India, Mexico and Brazil.
In the two years since launch, endorsements
from celebrities, social influencers and power
players in the fashion and hair industries have
generated estimated PR value well in excess
of AUD $3 million.

KELA’s products are sold direct to consumers
through its online store, and to wholesalers
and distributors, with impressive profit
margins of 85%, 72% and 65% respectively.
With planned growth funded by further
investment capital, monthly revenue is
expected to be over AUD $1 million by
August 2020, with the business turning a
positive net profit by April 2020.
KELA’s product design team have their finger
on the pulse of the fashion world, always
researching an anticipating fashion trends
to ensure its new product offerings are
designed to compliment the new season
fashion trends.
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THE

KELA is poised to become the dominant market leader in the global hair jewellery and
accessories industry, an industry estimated will be worth USD $15 billion by 2023. KELA’s
industry value is based on analysis of global estimates across the salon, fashion, accessories
and luxury jewellery industries as detailed below.

Salon industry

Accessories

The global spa and beauty salons market
will reach USD $190.81 billion by 2024 (Zion
Market Research).

Jewellery has become the fastest-growing
accessories category and is poised for a 4%
annual growth rate between 2016 and 2022
when it will be poised to bring in USD $633
billion (Euromonitor International).

Fashion jewellery
The global fashion (or costume) jewellery
market is estimated to reach USD $40.6
billion by 2022 (Allied Market Research),
rising to USD $52.4 billion by the end of 2025
(QY Research Inc).

Luxury jewellery
In 2018, the global luxury jewellery market
amounted to about 18 billion euros. The value
of the overall jewellery market is expected to
increase from about USD $271 billion in 2018
to about USD $645 billion in 2035 (Statista)*.
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* Market value figures are sourced from multiple research companies and therefore
may vary based on different research methodologies and category definitions.

market

Products
The core KELA product range includes charms, chains, crowns, hair pins,
pendants and strands, with special edition seasonal and designer collections
released regularly.
The Clipacharm range of products, aimed at the children’s market, features
pendants, ropes, charms and elastics. Clipacharm and Kela-X are adjunct
opportunities, not expanded on in this document or the financial projections,
and present further opportunity for growth
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Products
SEPHORA SHINE ON
ROSE GOLD

SEPHORA SHINE ON
GOLD

SEPHORA SHINE ON
PLATINUM

SEPHORA SHINE ON
GUNMETAL

SEPHORA SHINE ON
BRASS

CRUSADO FLOWER
BRASS

MISCHKA MATTE
ROSE GOLD

MISCHKA MATTE
GOLD

MISCHKA MATTE
PLATINUM

MISCHKA MATTE
GUNMETAL

MISCHKA MATTE
WHITE SILVER

CRUSADO SKULLS
BRASS

CELESTE DIAMANTE
ROSE GOLD

CELESTE DIAMANTE
GOLD

CELESTE DIAMANTE
PLATINUM

CELESTE DIAMANTE
GUNMETAL

CELESTE DIAMANTE
BRASS

CRUSADO WOVEN
BRASS
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Products
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PARIS CHAIN

2/

WONDERLAND ROSE GOLD 3 CHAIN

3/

WONDERLAND GOLD 3 CHAIN

4/

WONDERLAND PLATINUM 3 CHAIN

5/

WONDERLAND GUNMETAL 3 CHAIN

6/

GATSBY SILVER COIN CHAIN

7/

GATSBY ROSE GOLD COIN CHAIN

8/

CEST LA VIE PEARL

9/

KENSINGTON LEAF DIAMANTE

10/ DESTINY CRYSTAL
11/

5
14

WOODSTOCK FLOWER CHAIN

12/ STARGAZER BOHO CHAIN
13/ STARGAZER BOHO PENDANT

11

14/ HELENA FLORA PENDANT

6

15/ SPECTER MOROCCAN PENDANT

15
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IP
protection
Patent
KELA has an international patent filed for the
unique design under the Patent Cooperation
Treaty which provides IP protection in
Australia, South East Asia, China, United
States of America, Europe, Switzerland,
Russia, India, Mexico and Brazil.
The patent for KELA-tech has been drawn
up by expert patent attorneys at Armour
IP Australia. The current patent contains 36
points with a number of very specific claims
to the charm process. The main patent
claims are centred around the resilient pads
within the two halves of the charm, its shape
and functionality and how the pad is held
into the shell. The patent also talks about
two members or hemispheres of the bead
and how they work in conjunction with the
grasping mechanism.

As well as using the technology in its own
products, there is potential for KELA to
license the patented design to other jewellery
companies and for application in other
industries. Licensees will be required to
show the KELA-tech design mark on all their
packaging, ensuring recognition for the Kela
technology being used.

Trademark
KELA have registered two trademarks,
KELA and Clipacharm within Australia, New
Zealand, China, Europe, Switzerland, United
Kingdom and the United States of America.
Further countries are being explored.
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COMPETITIVE

advantage
1. IP-protected
superior technology
The one-action, non-slip-grip mechanism
allows users to create hair styles and designs
that are not possible with any other product.

2. Reputation with
3. New product
industry leaders and development
KELA’s product design team have their finger
influencers
on the pulse of the fashion world, always
KELA is highly regarded by fashion and
hair styling experts who regularly use KELA
products at Fashion Week shows and stock
and endorse the products in their salons.
Celebrity trend-setters are KELA fans and
regularly wear the products when attending
awards shows, events, and during TV
appearances.

researching an anticipating fashion trends
and producing new products designed to
compliment the new season fashion trends.
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Milestones
2014
May

Australian provisional patent filed

July

Australian provisional patent approved

2017
Early
May

Clipacharm product line launched
International patent filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
KELA launched

Aug

NZ Fashion Week collaboration with Andrea Moore

Oct

Hair industry Engaged – Renya Xydis used KELA for Wella Trend Vision awards in
London.
Sophie Monk wears KELA live on The Project, Australia

Nov

$1.5m seed funding raised

Dec

First Salon Stockist (Valonz)
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2018
Mar

KELA worn to the Oscars by influencer Tammy of WbyWhiteWolfe

Apr

KELA worn at Coachella by influencers and celebrities with 11.2m Instagram followers between
them: Rochelle Humes, Nicole Sherzinger, Jessica Roche, Jade Thirlwall, Aisha Jade, Charlotte
& Sophie Bickley

May

Trade shows
Kelly Rowland wears KELA on The Voice, Australia
KELA worn by celebrities for Melbourne Fashion Week: Laura Dudovich, Tegan Martin, Carrissa
Walford, Megan Marx.

Jun

KELA signs Cutler Salon as USA salon partner and stockist
Alicia Keys wears KELA on The Voice, USA

Mid

KELA X joint venture launched
Patents filed in Australia, South East Asia, China, USA, Europe, Switzerland, Russia, India,
Mexico and Brazil
Turn key Point of Sale materials developed for distributors and retailers

Jul

UK distributor signed on

Aug

USA distributor signed on

Sep

UK hair ambassador signed on

Oct

UK launch at Salon International, the UK’s leading hair exhibition

End

Kiosk development
First white label

Dec

Patents approved in Australia, South East Asia, China, USA, Europe, Switzerland, Russia, India,
Mexico and Brazil.
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2019
Jan

Dubai and Russia distributors signed on

Feb

Alicia Keys wears KELA on The Late Late Show with James Corden

May

Cynthia Erivo wears KELA to the BAFTAs

Jun

Melanie Brown (a.k.a. Scary Spice) wears KELA on the Spice Girls 2019 concert tour

Aug

KELA worn again by contestants on The Bachelor, Australia
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PR
&endorsement
KELA has experienced massive voluntary uptake by leading figures in the hair
industry, influencers and celebrities.

Endorsed by international celebrity
hair stylists:
Lauren McCowan, Lauren Sina, Luke Benson, Eugene Souleiman, Joey
Scandizzo, Renya Xydis, Max May, Natalie Anne, Lorna Evans, Jye Webster,
Patrick Wilson, Lauren Mackellar, Marcia Hamilton, James Earnshaw, Lynne
O’Brien, Michelle Hard, Clare Vlahov
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PR
&endorsement
Endorsed and worn by influencers and celebrities:
Beyoncé, Spice Girls, Kelly
Rowland, Alicia Keys, Laura
Dundovic, The Veronicas,
Britt Brock, Laura Byrne,
Carissa Walford, Nicole
Scherzinger, Rochelle Humes,
Jade Thirlwall, Chanel
Stewart, Ksenija Lukich,
Tegan Martin, Aisha Jade,
Twice Blessed, Jessica Roche,
Soph Bicks, Oz Beauty
Expert, Jade Tunchy, Sophie
Monk, Elle Ferguson, Alana
Hadid, Yasmine Suteja,
Belinda Liana, Megan Marx,
Michelle Seka, Rachel Tee
Tyler, Jeff Lack, Vassi Lena,
Jade Collins, Mary Outram.

Alicia Keys

Jessie J

Kelly Rowland

Beyoncé

16.5 million
instagram followers

8.5 million
instagram followers

9.1 million
instagram followers

132.6 million
instagram followers
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Growth

STRATEGY

Grow global sales
channels

Global marketing
and PR

• Expand KELA’s online store to the global
market

• Engage agency to support internal staff

• Bring on board distributors in new countries
and markets
• Grow wholesale sales with trade shows and
direct relationships with salons and retail
chains

• Build on existing organic industry, celebrity
and influencer endorsements with paid
sponsorships/endorsements for more ability
to convert to consumer sales

Scale up operations
• Scale up business operations to support
KELA’s global expansion
• Expand team to meet the increased
demands of running a global business

• Global education and brand campaigns
to support sales channel expansion, using
social media and traditional channels

• Global roll-out of KELA’s own branded retail
kiosks.
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KELA
is ready to scale
KELA products have strong proof of performance
Sales are impressive in existing markets with many customers making repeat orders
KELA’s factories are ready for increased production volume and KELA is prepared to sub license manufacturing to other factories if required
KELA products are endorsed by celebrities, influencers and hair and fashion industry leaders internationally
KELA has turn-key retail solutions for point of sale with proven results in existing markets
KELA has an online sales platform ready for global launch and the distribution networks to support it
KELA has global distributors signed on and already making repeat orders
KELA has a strong new product development strategy in place to ensure long term success
KELA’s unique IP and technology is protected by patents and trademarks
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PROJECTED

results
$40 M

40

FORECAST SALES
FORECAST NET PROFIT

30

$ MILLION(S)

$25 M

$25 M

20
$14.44 M
$12 M
10
$5.81 M
$3.55 M
0

-$393 K
YEAR 1 | 2019-2020

YEAR 2 | 2020-2021

YEAR 3 | 2021-2022

YEAR 4 | 2022-2023
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THE

offer
The purpose of Kela Holdings Pty.’s Series
A share offer is to raise AUD $3 million
capital investment in support of its global
expansion, including sales and marketing,
global distribution partnerships and ongoing
product development.
This offer reflects a valuation undertaken by
Bruce Whall, from Bruce Whall Consulting,
based on research. At the time of this offer,
Kela Holdings Pty. has an estimated worth of
AUD $6 million

Capital raise amount

$3 million for 1,350 shares

Minimum

$22,222

Pre-money valuation

$6,000,000

Issue price

$2,222 per share

Minimum subscription amount
Oversubscriptions

10 ordinary shares
Up to $3,500,000 or
1,575 shares is permitted

Investor engagement

Sept - Dec 2019

Due diligence

Sept - Dec 2019

Closing date
(unless extended by the Board of Directors)

Dec 31st 2019
*All figures are in AUD
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USE OF

funds
Of the AUD $3 million capital raised through
the share offer, Kela Holdings Pty. will use:
$1,200,000 to grow global sales channels,
including expanding KELA’s online store
to the global market, bringing on board
distributors in new countries and markets,
growing wholesale sales with trade shows
and direct relationships with salons and retail
chains, and the global roll-out of its own retail
KELA branded kiosks.
$1,000,000 to implement KELA’s global
marketing and public relations plan.
$800,000 to scale up business operations to
support KELA’s global expansion, including
expanding the team to meet the increased
demands of running a global business.

AREA

FOCUS

New distributors

Global distributor support and on boarding

$300,000

Trade fair attendance

Increased attendance and improved presence
at trade fairs

$250,000

Set up kiosks

Kiosk set up costs incl. build, rent and staff

$300,000

Human resource

Operations , sales, marketing, product
development

$800,000

Marketing, sales + operational expenses

Marketing campaigns incl. content, online
digital and traditional

$300,000

E-commerce

Digital marketing to achieve higher margins via
this channel

$300,000

Innovation and new product development
Paid partnerships

INVESTMENT

$200,000
Paying for celebrities and key influencers to
name KELA in posts to connect to sales.

Contingency
TOTAL

$400,000
$200,000
$3,000,000
*All figures are in AUD
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Reasons to

INVEST

KELA has the proof of concept needed to take its brand to
the world stage with a business strategy that is tried and
tested, and strong sales results.

The breadth of KELA’s products, from the children’s
Clipacharm range to the adult range KELA, ensures it is
meeting demand at all life stages and has the potential for
significant lifetime customer value.

KELA has a clear competitive advantage with its revolutionary
patented one-action, non-slip-grip mechanism allowing users
to achieve hair styles and designs that are impossible with any
other product.

KELA has three established sales channels which all provide
impressive profit margins and is rolling out its fourth sales
channel in Australia in late 2019.

The unique technology behind KELA is internationally
patented and KELA has plans in place to further protect its
significant intellectual property value.

KELA has a talented team with strong experience in
developing global brands and extensive knowledge of the
fashion and jewellery industries.

Major celebrities, trendsetters and influencers have endorsed
KELA products.

Good margins from all sales channels and further revenue
from licencing KELA-tech make for a favourable return on
investment.

New product development is at the core of KELA’s business
strategy, so it will always stay relevant in the ever-changing
world of fashion.

Through innovation and intellectual property, KELA has both
created and protected a new jewellery category that they are
well positioned to dominate.
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Board of

DIRECTORS

Kelly Litterick

Ian Burton

William Harris

INVENTOR, CO-FOUNDER
AND DIRECTOR

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

Ian is a business strategy expert with a
background in IT and over 20 years experience
working with large and small businesses.

A recent addition to the Board, William is a
passionate entrepreneur with over 30 years
of business management experience. He has
held director, CEO and managing director roles
across a broad range of industries and recently
founded Australia’s first ever motor scooter
rideshare service, Scooti.

As a busy mother-of-three working full time as
a histopathology laboratory manager, Kelly was
frustrated with the lack of quick and easy ways
to style her hair in a beautiful and creative way.
She developed the idea for KELA’s patented,
non-slip mechanism and then spent three years
perfecting it for the commercial market and
patenting her designs.
Kelly’s main focus on the board is to guide
KELA’s research and development, product
design and manufacturing.

Upon discovering KELA at an investment
conference, Ian immediately recognised the
huge potential of the business. He joined the
KELA board in late 2018 and contributes his
exceptional problem solving and decision
making skills to KELA’s growth. Ian is committed
to ensuring business decisions are made with
a rigorous process, and brings his performance
analysis skills, financial expertise and knowledge
of legal requirements to the role.

William was compelled to invest in KELA
because of its unique technology, its scalable
business model and the broad appeal of the
product. William brings his skills and experience
in business management, strategy, financial
planning and compliance management to the
table as a director.
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IMPORTANT

information
This document is provided to the Recipient solely for the
purpose of assisting the Recipient to decide whether to
proceed with a further investigation of the investment
outlined (‘Investment’). It does not purport to contain
all the information that may be required to evaluate an
Investment, including but not limited to the Recipient’s
objectives, financial situation or needs. This document
does not constitute a prospectus or an investment
application document, or any other form of disclosure
document or product disclosure statement within the
meaning of the Corporations Act 2001 (the “Act”) or
an offer to subscribe for shares and it has not been
lodged with the Australian Securities and Investment
Commission. Each recipient and their advisors should
conduct and rely on their own independent review,
investigations and analysis of the Investment and should
seek their own professional advice on the legal, financial,
taxation and other consequences of the Investment.
The Information Providers do not make any guarantee,
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the
accuracy, reliability, reasonableness or completeness of
this document or any written or oral communication or
information subsequently provided or made available to
the Recipient by the Information Providers (‘Additional
Information’) or as to the future performance of the
Investment or the Company. To the maximum extent

permitted by law no responsibility or liability (whether arising from
negligence or otherwise) is accepted by any of the Information Providers
as to the adequacy, accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of this
document and any Additional Information or as to any errors or omissions
in or from this document. All estimates, calculations, projections and
statements as to anticipate of future performance of the Company in this
document have been prepared based on the information provided and our
best estimates, calculations, statements and projections. They are based
on assumptions about future events and management actions that may
not necessarily take place and are subject to possible uncertainties and
contingencies. Those assumptions may or may not prove correct. The
Recipient must make and rely on its own assessment of this information.
The information in this document and/or Additional Information provided
contains valuable, proprietary and confidential information, which is
strictly private and confidential and should not be disclosed to any third
party without the prior written consent of the Information Providers. This
document is provided as is without warranty of any kind. Any reliance
placed by the Recipient on this document or Additional Information
shall be at its own risk and to maximum extent permitted by law, none
of the Information Providers shall be liable for any direct, indirect or
consequential loss whatsoever or howsoever arising. This document
does not describe all of the risks of an investment in the Company or
the exercise of any rights in connection with them. Prospective investors
or depositors should consult their own professional advisers about risks
associated with an investment in the Company and the suitability of
investing in the shares or loans in light of their particular circumstances.

Find out

MORE
Download the Information Memorandum at:

kelacharms.com/invest
kelacharms.com
invest@kelacharms.com
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Thank you

